
EXPLAIN A RELEVANT ETHICAL THEORY ON GUN CONTROL

Many on both sides of the gun debate are under the impression that Gun rights don't depend on cost-benefit analyses .
Since the goal of the right to bear arms is to facilitate effective self-defense, the pertinent question we.

Why does nothing get done about gun control? Most people with serious mental illness never receive such
adjudication, and those who do can petition courts to have it reversed. From to , federal law also banned the
sale of many types of assault rifles and high-capacity magazines, but the law expired and has not been
renewed. Perhaps the biggest hole is that small-scale sellers, including many who do business at gun shows,
are not required to do background checks â€” the so-called gun show loophole. Indeed, it seems as if the only
weapons that prisoners may use are their hands and feet. What matters is not the risk or lack thereof that guns
pose to society, but simply whether guns are an effective means of self-defense when used to resist crimes.
But Ken arguesâ€”like John Lockeâ€”that a citizen in a social contract places the right and responsibility of
self-defense in the hands of the state. Fewer guns, better records on who has them, and some restrictions on
purchase, possession and storage, gun control advocates argue, would still allow law-abiding people to have
firearms, while resulting in far fewer deaths. Suppose a person is about to be killed by a culpable aggressor but
has a gun that she can use to defend herself. In , according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ,
the nation had more than 33, firearms deaths: 70 percent of all homicides 11, , more than half of all suicides
21, , and hundreds of accidental and unsolved deaths. Tim Hsiao April 17, at pm Suppose a prison forbade its
prisoners from mounting any kind of self-defense attempt on the grounds that resistance could incite a riot.
There is much that one could say about each of these claims. In fact, law enforcement officials have the same
kinds of cultural and regional divides as everyone else. A few states have assault weapon bans of their own
that remain in place. While some high-profile shootings have resulted in calls for increased restrictions, that
support has proved fleeting thus far. Whether some weapon increases or decreases average safety is irrelevant
to its effectiveness as a self-defense tool. Advocates typically claim only that the right of self-defense entails a
right not to be deprived of a gun, or not to be prevented from acquiring one. But it does not seem that they
forfeit their right to effective means of defending themselves from wrongful attacks by other prisoners. Since
the goal of the right to bear arms is to facilitate effective self-defense, the pertinent question we must ask in
determining what falls under this right is whether it qualifies as a reasonable means of self-defense. In general,
big-city police chiefs are more likely to support gun control, and small-town chiefs and sheriffs are more
likely to oppose it. Roving Philosophical Report seek to : Shuka Kalantari looks into the actual history of the
Wild Westâ€”where gun laws were, in reality, surprisingly strict. What follows from this? What are the
arguments in favor? It would be wrong for me to override your right to life in order harvest your organs to
save five people, even if in doing so I produce a more beneficial outcome. The Major Cities Chiefs
Association endorses closing the gun show loophole, strengthening the background check system, reinstating
the assault weapons ban and other measures. Now, possession of a right entails the possession of a
corresponding right to pursue, exercise, or obtain that which you have a right to. Consider a much more
restricted and less popular among gun advocates view of the matter, in particular the view that people ought to
be allowed to carry guns, but only in relatively unpopulated areas where there is some reason for doing so
such as a self-defense reason. They might, for example, argue that convicted criminals have forfeited their
right to the possession of a gun. What responsibilities ought to come with gun ownership? Where does the
American public stand? After Colorado enacted new gun controls, in , gun rights groups succeeded in
recalling two Democratic state senators who had voted for the measures, including the Senate leader. I will,
however, present a different challenge to the central claims of advocates. But advocates presumably advance
their empirical claim in the awareness that police would similarly be more often deterred or forcibly prevented
from fulfilling their protective functions if most or all citizens were armed at all times. Opponents of gun
control often talk about President Obama wanting to take guns away from lawful owners, and although he has
never proposed to do that, many gun owners continue to believe it. Those who favor gun ownership cite
studies supporting their side, while gun-control supporters cite studies that purport to show the opposite. Photo
The mass shooting in Roseburg, Ore.


